Advance research, learning and scholarship

1.1K
CLASSES OFFERED

29.9K
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
Engage with communities
Create and deliver responsive collections

3.6M
TOTAL E-BOOKS

7.5M
ARTICLE DOWNLOADS

5.5M
PHYSICAL ITEMS

2.9M
E-BOOK DOWNLOADS

10.8K
UNIQUE ITEMS ACCESSED THROUGH THE HATHITRUST ETAS
Inspire with innovative spaces and services

41.3K Bookings of safe study space in IKBLC

18.8K Requests filled through the materials pick-up service

80 Library computer workstations accessible remotely
Steward the organization
How is the Library doing?
Library Expenditures

Collections: 41%
Salaries: 40%
Other: 10%
Benefits: 9%
Collections | Spending

SHIFTING FROM PRINT TO ELECTRONIC

70% ELECTRONIC
30% PRINT

92% ELECTRONIC
8% PRINT

2010/11
2020/21
82% of collections budget spend on USD purchases

= 20% loss in buying power
Looking Ahead